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Abstract 
This paper presents a second-path inference-detection approach based on association cardinalities.* It is applicable 
to the detection of second paths that do not involve functional dependencies or foreign keys. It provides for an 
analysis sieve that begins with the analysis of an object model of the database. The goal of the analysis is to detect 
cases in the database in which a small number of values in the target entity can be associated with a single value 
in the anchor entity. The number of values is called the association cardinality from anchor to target. Inference 
vulnerabilities occur for cases of small association cardinalities. The analysis sieve processes the data model of 
the database to detect cases of small association cardinality. For cases with high cardinality associations, the sieve 
mines the database to detect cases of small instance-level association cardinalities. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The goal of database inference detection is to detect when data that is accessible to an adversary can be used to 
infer more sensitive data to which the adversary is not permitted to have access. An important type of inference is 
second-path inference, which was initially identified by Hinke [8, 7, 9]. 

An example of a second-path inference is shown in Figure 1, which is expressed in an extension to Rumbaugh's 
object modeling notation [16]. This notation will be explained more fully in Section 3. In this example, we will 
assume that the association of a particular visitor with a particular employee is sensitive. This sensitive association is 
called the "first path". It is assumed that the adversary does not have any access to data that contains this association. 
However, there is a means of materializing this sensitive association through one or more other associations, called 
a "second path". 

*This work was supported under Maryland Procurement Office Contract No. MDA 904-94-C-6120. 
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One such second path is formed by the visit and assigned relationships. The visit relationship indicates that a 
someone visits a particular office, and the assigned relationship indicates that a particular employee is assigned to 
that office. These two relationships permit one to construct a second path that associates a visitor with a particular 
employee, thus compromising the sensitive nature of this association. 

Figure 1 Single Person Per Office Inference 

Second-path inferences have been investigated extensively by the AERIE project at the University of Alabama 
in Huntsville [ 10, II , 12], a U.S. Government research project [I, 2, 3) and a research project at SRI International 
[14). These projects have investigated second path inference as a means of detecting second paths in database 
schemas. The AERIE research uses functional dependencies and foreign keys to form its paths, while the other 
projects relied on foreign keys only. 

A limitation of these approaches is they will not detect second-path inferences unless they are based on foreign 
keys or functional dependencies. It is the purpose of this paper to present a framework for a new inference approach 
that addresses second paths that are not based on either functional dependencies or foreign keys. The next section 
will demonstrate the limits of functional dependency-based inference detection. Section 3 introduces the concept of 
association cardinality for single second paths. Section 4 will show how association cardinalities can be extended 
to multiple paths. Section 5 will introduce our data sieve approach for using cardinality associations to analyze an 
entire database for inference vulnerabilities. The final section will present our conclusions and our plans for future 
work. 

2 LIMITATIONS OF INFERENCE DETECTION APPROACHES 

As mentioned in the previous section, the foreign key and functional dependency inference detection approaches 
will find only paths that are based on either functional dependency or foreign keys. To illustrate this, a simple 
example will be presented, using the following two relations: 

e Assigned (Office.Number, Employee.Name) 
• Visit (Visitor.Narne, Office.Number) 

Assume that each office has only a single person and that each person could have more than one office. Also assume 
that each visitor can visit multiple offices. Based on these assumptions, the only functional dependency applicable 
to these two relations is Office.Number-+ Employee.Name. The keys for these relations are as follows: The key 
for the Assigned relation is Office.Number, and the key for the Visit relation is a combination of Visitor.Narne and 
Office.Number. This means that Office.Number in the Visit relation is a foreign key. 
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Using a foreign-key-detection approach, we can see that a second path exists, since Office.Number (a foreign 
key in the Visit Relation) can be joined with Office.Number in the Assigned relation. This results in a relation that 
contains both Visitor.Name and Employee.Name and thus can provide the second path, since these two attributes 
can now be associated with each other. 

The relational database literature[5, 17] presents an algorithm to determine whether a relational database de
composition correctly preserves all of the associations in the original relation without introducing spurious tuples. 
This is called a lossless-join decomposition. In previous papers [II, 12], we have presented an adaptation of this 
algorithm for the detection of second-path inferences based on functional dependencies. This algorithm is based 
on a matrix that contains a row for each relation and a column for each of the unique attributes contained in each 
relation. Functional dependencies are used to expand each row by adding new symbols based on a functional de
pendency relationship between the newly added attribute symbol and an attribute symbol that is already represented 
in the row. This mimics a join that could be made using the actual attributes, but in this case it is just a synthetic 
join using only the database schema. This algorithm has been used as the basis of our Merlin inference-detection 
system. 

Using Merlin, we have the initial matrix shown in Figure 2. This matrix records the attributes in each relation 
with an "a" term (a different "a" term per column) and the absence of an attribute with a distinguishable "b" term 
(a different "b" term per row). 

Relation Name Office.Number Employee.Name Visitor.Name 

Assigned a1 a2 b1 

Figure 2 Initial Merlin Matrix 

The algorithm requires that each functional dependency be considered in tum to see if the left-hand-side (LHS) 
of the functional dependency matches at least two rows of the matrix for the column of the matrix that is the same 
as the LHS term of the functional dependency. Two rows are considered to match if both have the same bi term 
or both have either "a" or "c" terms (the c term will be explained shortly). For matching purposes "a" and "c" 
terms are considered to be equivalent. In this example, Office.Number is the LHS of the only available functional 
dependency and we have a match on both rows for the Office.Number column. These matching rows are called the 
"R set". We now look at the column represented by the right-hand-side (RHS) of the functional dependency, which 
for this functional dependency is Employee.Name. If there is an "a" or a "c" term in at least one row of the R set, 
then the algorithm instantiates all of rows of the R set with a "c" for the RHS column. In this case, there is an "a" 
term in the Assigned row, and this "a" term results in a "c" term in the Employee.Name column of the Visit row. If 
there had not been an "a" or "c" then the Merlin algorithm would have assigned the same "b" value for all rows of 
the R set. The "c" term is used to distinguish new paths, from those which were in the initial matrix. An "a" term 
indicates that the term was there in the initial matrix, and has not resulted from this processing. 

The final matrix is shown in Figure 3. If the final matrix has an "a" term or a "c" term in some row for both 
Employee.Name and Visitor.name, then the algorithm concludes that a second path exists between these two. Since 
the Visit row has a "c" term for Employee.Name and an "a" term for Visitor.Name, the Merlin algorithm will 
conclude that there is a second path between Employee.Name and Visitor.Name. The interested reader should 
consult [II, 12] for a complete description of the Merlin algorithm. 
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Relation Name Office.Number Employee.Name Visitor.Name 

Assigned a 1 a2 b1 

Figure 3 Final Merlin Matrix 

Now consider what happens if the company decides to assign two employees to each office and, as noted 
previously, each employee can have multiple offices. In this case, we no longer have even the one functional 
dependency that we had in the previous example. Under these assumptions, both the initial and final matrices are 
identical. Because there is no row that contains an "a" or "c" term for both Employee.Name and Visitor.Name, 
Merlin will not detect a second path-inference. 

It is also the case that the keys have changed, which will also foil a foreign-key-based inference-detection 
approach. Now the key to the Assigned relation is both Office.Number and Employee.Name. Hence, Office.Number 
is no longer considered a foreign key and thus cannot serve as a foreign-key bridge for inference detection. The 
result is that this approach also will not detect a second-path inference for this example. 

3 SINGLE-PATH CARDINALITY ASSOCIATIONS 

Our non-functional-dependency-based inference detection approach is based on association cardinalities. Given 
two entities, X andY, the maximum association cardinality ACmax(X--> Y) is defined as the maximum number 
of Y entities that can be associated with a single X entity in the database under consideration, using joins (based 
on attributes that may not be keys). The X entity is called the anchor and theY entity is called the target. Similarly, 
the minimum association cardinality ACm;n (X --> Y) is the minimum number of Y entities that can be associated 
with a single X entity in the database under consideration using joins (based on attributes that may not be keys or 
foreign keys). 

Figure 4 reflects the visitor example's object model. The diagrams use the notation popularized by Rumbaugh 
in his Object Modeling Technique [ 16]. The multiplicity denotations have been adapted to show our association 
cardinalities as follows: 

1 Exactly one of the associated objects is linked by the association. 
1-few Between one and a few (see below) of the associated objects are linked. 
1-many Between one and many (see below) of the associated objects are linked. 
few Only a few (but more than one and not many) of the associated objects are linked. 
many Many (more than a few) of the associated objects are linked. 

In this example, the association cardinality from Employee to Office is shown on the Office side of the assigned 
relationship, while the association cardinalities from Office to Employee are shown on the Employee side of the 
assigned relationship. The figure shows that the ACm;n(Office --> Employee) is I and the ACmax(Office --> 
Employee) is 2. This means that an office may have from I to 2 employees in it. Note that we do not use a 
minimum cardinality of less than one. 
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Figure 4 Multiple Person Per Office Inference 

While actual numbers can be used for the cardinality associations, this is not required. For example, in the figure 

we see that ACmax (Visitor -+ Office)= few. What this means is that the analyst does not know the exact maximum 

association cardinality (i.e., the maximum number of offices that a visitor visits), but he does know that the number 

is relatively small. In general, the meaning of "few" is that the cardinality association is sufficiently small as to 

pose a concern from an inference vulnerability perspective. Thus, the meaning of "few" is relative to the particular 

database, the particular entities involved and the nature of the inference threats that are of concern. 

The figure also shows a value of "many" for ACmax(Office -+ Visitor) . This means that each office has a 

considerable number of visitors, although the exact number is not known. However, t he analyst is recording the 

judgement that the number is sufficiently large that it does not pose an inference threat that is detectable at the data 

model level. 
Association cardinalities are transitive. Thus, the maximum association cardinality from Visitor to Employee is 

given by the following: 
ACmax(Visitor -+ Employee)= ACmax(Visitor-+ Office) x ACmax(Office-+ Employee). 

From Figure 4 this can be seen to equal few x 2. In general, any constant times "few" is still considered a 

potential vulnerability. In fact, fewN for N less than 3 may still be considered a potential inference vulnerability. 

Hence, we have detected a potential database inference vulnerability, using a technique that does not rely on 

either functional dependencies or foreign keys. Also, this is still a schema-level analysis technique, since we did 

not need to access any tuples in the database. In the next section, we will show how multiple second paths can b e 

used to refine the inference analysis. 

4 MULTIPLE PATH ASSOCIATION CARDINALITIES 

This section will consider the case where there are multiple second paths (in addition to the sensitive first path that 

is not visible to the adversary). An example is shown in Figure 5. This figure indicates that people are employed 

by projects, and projects target certain countries for missions. The figure also indicates that people speak various 

languages, which are spoken in various countries. 

In this example, assume that the classified association (the first path) is the country to which the person 

is assigned. The figure shows that there are two possible second paths for inferring this target. One uses the 

< person,project,country> path, and the other uses the < person,language,country > path. The association cardinal

ity, using the <person,language,country> path, is represented as 

ACmax(Person-+ Count ry)<person,language,country> =few X few, since ACmax(Person-+ Language) = few 

and ACmax(Language -+ Country)= few; and ACmax(Person-+ Country)<person,language,country> is the mul

tiplication of the two association cardinalities that are associated with the path. 
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Figure 5 Multiple Path Person-Country Inference 

PROJECT 

alpha 
alpha 
alpha 

PERSON 

Joe 
Mary 
Sam 

Figure 6 Employs Relation 

Using the other path, we have that ACmax (Person--+ Country)<person,project,country> = I X few= few. Both 
of these cardinality associations indicate there is a potential inference problem that can be detected at the data 
model level. However, the second path shows a greater vulnerability potential as "few" than does the first, which 
is "few x few". 

When it is desirable, the actual associations can be calculated. As previously noted, the attacker's goal is to 
determine the "assign" relation. The attacker will instantiate two second paths: one from person to country through 
language and one from person to country through project. 

The following figures show a portion of the relations that would result from the object model of Figure 5. Figure 6 
shows the Employs Relation; Figure 7 shows the Speaks Relation; Figure 8 shows the Native Relation; Figure 9 
shows the Targets Relation, and Figure 10 shows the Assign Relation, which the adversary is attempting to infer. 

At the instance level, the association cardinality becomes an association set (AS). Using the Employs Rela
tion, Figure 6, and the Targets Relation, Figure 9, the ASmax(Person--+ Country)<person,project,country> can be 
represented by the following sets: 

I. Joe associated with { China,Vietnam,Germany} 
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2. Mary associated with {China, Vietnam, Germany} 
3. Sam associated with {China, Vietnam, Germany} 
4. Bob associated with {Null} 

Using the Speaks Relation, Figure 7, and the Native Relation, Figure 8, the 
ASmax(Person-+ Country)<pe.son,tanguage,country> can be represented by the following sets: 

I. Joe associated with {Vietnam, China, Hong Kong, Macao} 
2. Mary associated with {Vietnam,China,Hong Kong, Macao} 
3. Sam associated with {Null} 
4. Bob associated with {Germany} 

Intersection of the association sets from these two paths yields the following results: 

I. Joe associated with {China, Vietnam} 
2. Mary associated with {China, Vietnam} 
3. Sam associated with {Null} 
4. Bob associated with {Null} 

235 

This approach indicates that an adversary should be able to determine the tuples in "assign". It also indicates 
that the adversary will also derive some false information, namely that Joe is assigned to China and that Mary is 
assigned to Vietnam. It can be seen, however, that this approach does refine the association sets through the use of 
two different paths. Note also that functional dependencies have no effect on the inference. There may or may not 
be a functional dependency between person and project or person and country. 

Related work at the instance level has been performed at the University of Tulsa. That project used precise 
functional dependencies and imprecise functional dependencies (dependencies between sets of attribute values) 
to materialize inferences using instance values [15]. Our approach differs from theirs in that ours attempts to 
work further at the model level prior to delving into the instance level. Our approach is to determine at the model 
level those associations that may be susceptible to a second-path inference attack. If the potential for an inference 
vulnerability can be detected at the data model level, then there is no reason to actually determine the association 
sets. This overall strategy for inference detection will be described in the next section. 

PERSON LANGUAGE 

Joe Vietnamese 
Joe Cantonese 
Mary Cantonese 
Sam English 
Bob German 

Figure 7 Speaks Relation 
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5 DATA SIEVE ANALYSIS 

The objective of association-cardinality-based inference detection is to identify those association cardinalities that 
are "few" or some small power of "few". These represent potential inference vulnerabilities of the database. The 
database consists of a data model level and an instance level. Under the data sieve approach, the data model will 
first be analyzed to determine those associations that have a few (or small power of few) association cardinality. 
These are flagged as potential inference problems. Identification of inference problems within the data model is the 
least expensive level at which to make this identification, since it requires no mining of the data. 

If, however, the data model analysis reveals association cardinalities that are "many," this will require the mining 
of the data to determine if there are any instance-level association cardinalities that are "few". An example of this 
situation is shown in Figure II. 

Assume that the association between astronaut and mission is sensitive. A possible second path is 
<astronaut,food,mission>. Computing ACmax(Astronaut -t Mission)<astronaut,food,mission> we have 
fewxmany. Computing ACmax(Mission -t Astronaut)<astwnaut,food,mission> we have manyxmany. While no 
model level vulnerability is apparent, data mining must be performed to determine if there is a vulnerability at the 
instance level. What the data mining is searching for is any small association cardinalities that might exist between 
instances. 

Assume that the data mining discovered that one particular astronaut, who we will call Jane, liked black jellybeans. 
Then, if black jellybeans were included as food aboard a particular shuttle flight, an adversary could infer that Jane 
was one of the astronauts. 

An important observation at this point is that data mining need occur only in those cases where a vulnerability 
cannot be determined at the model level. As was illustrated in the previous section, however, mining could be 
conducted in order to instantiate a particular small association cardinality. 

This is but one example of data mining use by an adversary to compromise the security of data. The data mining 
literature [6] is full of numerous techniques that could be used by anyone- including an adversary- to extract 
information from a database. If the sensitivity of this information exceeds the privilege of the adversary, then 
security would be compromised. In this case, the database itself is facilitating the compromise of security. This 
could be construed as a database security problem, since the data in the database was not given the proper level of 
protection. 

COUNTRY LANGUAGE 

Vietnam Vietnamese 
Vietnam Cantonese 
China Cantonese 
Hong Kong Cantonese 
Macao Cantonese 
Germany German 

Figure 8 Native Relation 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

PROJECT COUNTRY 

alpha China 
alpha Vietnam 
alpha Germany 

Figure 9 Targets Relation 

PERSON 

Joe 
Mary 

COUNTRY 

Vietnam 
China 

Figure 10 Assign Relation 
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This paper has indicated a framework for detecting second-path inferences that are not based on either functional 
dependencies or foreign keys. A data sieve strategy has been introduced to analyze the vulnerability of an entire 

Figure 11 Black Jellybean Inference 
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database. If schema-level vulnerabilities are detected, then no mining of the database is required to instantiate these 
vulnerabilities (unless one desires to see the particular vulnerabilities). In general, data mining at the instance level 
is required only if the model-level analysis indicates that no problem can be detected at this level. This approach 
thus provides a means to reduce the amount of instance level analysis that must be performed. 

A particularly attractive feature of this approach is that no sensitive target needs to be specified. Thus, for 
example, a security analyst does not have to indicate a priori that only particular associations are of interest. The 
approach assumes no particular target, but identifies those second paths that have a low association cardinality and 
thus would be good targets for an adversary, assuming that the particular inferable associations were of concern. 

Our next step will be to develop efficient algorithms and a demonstration system to implement this approach. We 
also want to include the classification of associations into the framework, and thus focus only on those associations 
which are more sensitive than the assumed access privileges of the adversary. We then want to include these ideas 
into our Wizard inference detection system, which includes the Merlin tool as well as other tools for instance 
level analysis [4]. These tools will be tested using ILIAD, our integrated laboratory for inference analysis and 
detection [13]. This system includes an inference-rich database, which provides a configurable number of instances 
for performing instance-level inference analysis. 
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